
What the scientific studies found out

Greenhouse gas emissions from early season burns versus late season burns

Scientists and land managers wanted to know whether an early season burn regime would help to 
reduce the amounts of greenhouse gases produced by bush fires. Working together, scientists and 
Aboriginals conducted a study that ran for 20 years, from 1990 to 2010.

This fact sheet includes some simple graphs that have been compiled after from the results of these 
very detailed studies. 

Where did the study take place?
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The investigation was conducted in western Arnhem Land (WAFMA on map) which joins onto Kakadu 
National Park in the Northern Territory. It involved Aboriginals and scientists working together.
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Information about the study

As part of the research the potent greenhouse gases methane and nitrous oxide were measured. 

Methane is 25 times more potent than CO2 as a greenhouse gas. 

The units being measured are tonnes of CO2 equivalent abbreviated to CO2_e. CO2 was not used in 
the calculations as it is assumed that after a burn - whether it is a hot burn or a cool burn - all the CO2 
will eventually be reabsorbed by new growth.

What you need to know to interpret these graphs.

1. The top map records the percentage area burnt in the early dry season represented by yellow bars
and the late dry season represented by orange bars.

2. The bottom graph records CO2_e.

3. The first 5 years the CO2_e were estimated (few estimation).

4. The next 10 years the CO2_e were measured.

5 For the 10 years from 1995 to 2004 data was collected for fires that had new active management 
and nothing new was being done to prevent late hot burns (pre-project baseline).

6. In 2005 and 2006 those conducting the experiment were still working out how to best get
organised to manage country with cool burns (transition).

7. The last four years of recording emission, country was being managed with cool burns.

8. Two baselines have been drawn through the graphs which is the mean of CO2_e before and after
cool burns as a management tool was introduced.
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The results of the studies
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